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discover each reviewer’s latent rating on each aspect as well as the
relative importance he/she has placed on different aspects when
forming the overall judgment. Revealing the latent aspect ratings
and weights in each individual review enables a wide range of important applications. For example, the identified latent ratings on
different aspects immediately support aspect-based opinion summarization; aspect weights are directly useful for analyzing users’
rating behaviors; and the combination of latent aspect ratings and
weights support personalized ranking of entities by using only reviews from the reviewers who share similar aspect weights to those
preferred by an individual user.
In this work, we develop a prototype system called ReviewMiner1
based on the research in latent aspect rating analysis to grant such
analytic power to the end users of this system. ReviewMiner not
only provides basic search functions for the users to explore the
analyzed entities and reviews in the system, but also personalizes
the retrieved results according to the users’ input preferences over
the identified aspects, recommends similar entities based on the
detailed aspect-level opinions, and summarizes aspect-level opinions in textual, temporal and spatial dimensions. The function of
personalization and recommendation assists users in identifying
results of interest and exploring alternative choices more efficiently.
The unique multi-modal opinion summarization and visualization
mechanisms provide the system users various perspectives to digest
information from user-generated opinionated content for making
more informed decisions. In addition, ReviewMiner also actively
records users’ interactive search behaviors in the system, including
their input queries, hovered and clicked results, updates of aspect
preferences, highlighted text, and votes of helpfulness on the retrieved review documents. The logged information is then utilized
to analyze users’ search intent and build accurate user models for
assisting him/her in the future.

ABSTRACT
We develop an aspect-based sentiment analysis system named ReviewMiner. It analyzes opinions expressed about an entity in an
online review at the level of topical aspects to discover each individual reviewer’s latent opinion on each aspect as well as his/her
relative emphasis on different aspects when forming the overall
judgment of the entity. The system personalizes the retrieved results
according to users’ input preferences over the identified aspects, recommends similar items based on the detailed aspect-level opinions,
and summarizes aspect-level opinions in textual, temporal and spatial dimensions. The unique multi-modal opinion summarization
and visualization mechanisms provide users with rich perspectives
to digest information from user-generated opinionated content for
making informed decisions.
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INTRODUCTION

With the emergence and advancement of social media, more and
more people freely express their opinions on all kinds of entities,
such as products and services on the Internet. Such user-generated
opinionated content is useful for other users to make informed
decisions and for merchants to improve their services. However,
despite abundant studies in opinion mining research [4, 7], there
are few practical systems providing ordinary users with easy access
to opinions at a fine-grained level of topical aspects. For example,
most existing tools or systems have focused on overall sentiment
classification in user reviews [6, 9, 16], but with solely a predicted
overall rating it is still hard for a user to figure out whether the
entity is of high quality in a specific aspect of his/her interest, or
why it is better than other comparable entities.
To achieve a deeper and more detailed understanding of usergenerated opinionated data, some recent works studied a new
text mining problem called Latent Aspect Rating Analysis (LARA)
[11, 14, 15, 17]. Given a set of reviews with only overall ratings,
LARA aims to analyze opinions at the level of topical aspects to
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RELATED WORK

Due to the blooming of research in opinion mining and sentiment
analysis [4, 7, 11, 14, 15, 17], various practical systems have been
developed to analyze user-generated opinionated content. Liu et al.
[10] built a prototype system called Opinion Observer to analyze
and compare user opinions of competing products, where opinions
are summarized by frequent text patterns extracted from pros/cons
sections of user reviews. Jin et al. [6] developed the OpinionMiner
system to identify opinion expressions in user reviews and classify
them into positive and negative classes. Ku et al. [9] developed an
opinion analysis system named CopeOpi, which extracts opinions
about specific entities from the Web, summarizes the polarity and
strength of these opinions, and tracks opinion variations over time.
In addition to analyzing overall sentiment in user-generated content, systems that focus on aspect-level sentiment have also been
built. The OpinionFinder system identifies subjective sentences
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The crawler is invoked periodically to capture the updates of user
reviews on these four different review sites.
• LARA Analyzer: We implement the two-step algorithm proposed in [14] to perform aspect-based sentiment analysis on the
crawled content. The choice of this solution is mainly due to its
computational efficiency for real-time processing and the fixed
types of entities analyzed in the system.
Specifically, keyword-based bootstrapping is performed for aspect segmentation, and latent rating regression is used for latent
aspect rating and weight prediction. When performing aspect
segmentation, we manually chose the number of aspects in each
category of entities, and selected the most representative words
as seed words for the bootstrapping-based aspect segmentation
method. Due to the low aspect coverage in individual reviews (not
all reviewers would talk about every aspect of an entity in their
reviews), it is infeasible for us to infer the latent aspect ratings
and weights of every single review document. As our solution, we
first aggregate reviews under each item and estimate the item-level
aspect ratings and weights in the system.
Although we only analyzed aspect opinions at the entity-level,
we can still study the detailed aspect-level opinions within each
review by applying the learned aspect rating regression model on
the identified aspect segments. Such analysis helps us visualize
the detailed review content and extract opinionated sentences for
summarizing the items of interest.
• Analyzed Review Repository: In order to ensure runtime efficiency of front-end execution, the aspect segments, ratings and
weights for each item and review are precomputed and stored in a
back-end relational database. In addition, to provide flexible search
functions over all the analyzed items, keyword-based Lucene indices [1] are built over the item name and description fields for
every category of entities.

and marks various aspects of the subjectivity in these sentences
[16]. The OPINE system [12] identifies important product features
from user reviews, their evaluation by reviewers, and their relative
quality across products.
However, all these existing systems focus on aggregated opinions
across reviewers at an overall or aspect level. None of them is
able to identify an individual reviewer’s emphasis on different
aspects, i.e., aspect weight. Our work aims to analyze both the
aspect ratings and weights at the level of individual reviews [14,
15]. It enables system users to utilize such detailed opinionated
data to perform complex analytic tasks, including opinion-based
entity ranking, rated aspect summarization and comparison, and
personalized entity recommendation.

3

SYSTEM DESIGN

There are four major components in our ReviewMiner system: 1)
review document crawler, LARA analyzer and analyzed review
repository; 2) query parser; 3) multi-modal user interface; and 4)
interactive behavior logging system and user modeling. Figure 1
highlights the overview of the system. In the following, we will
discuss the implementation details of each component accordingly.
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Figure 1: Overview of ReviewMiner system.

3.1

Query Parser

Standard keyword search is supported by the inverted indices built
on the fields of entity names and descriptions in each category.
For example, users can type a specific (or partial) hotel names
or locations as their query, such as “hotels in Chicago” to search
for hotels in ReviewMiner. BM25 ranking algorithm is applied to
both fields, and we give higher weight to query terms matching in
the name field than that in the description field to emphasize the
importance of name matching in search result ranking.
However, such a simple keyword-based query scheme cannot
support users in explicitly expressing their complex information
need over the search results. For example, if a user wants to find
a hotel in downtown Seattle with good service and a price lower
than $200/night, he/she has to first find all hotels in the Seattle
area (e.g., by querying “hotels in Seattle”), then manually filter
out the irrelevant results by reading review content. To support
these complex search intents in our query parser module, keywordbased aspect identification is also performed to achieve semantic
interpretation of the queries.
The basic workflow of our query parser is as follows:

Crawler, Analyzer, and Review Repository

This component forms a pipeline to collect, analyze, and store the
online opinionated review documents into a structured database.
• Crawler: ReviewMiner keeps crawling four types of opinionated review documents: 1) hotel reviews from TripAdvisor (www.
tripadvisor.com); 2) product reviews from Amazon (www.amazon.
com); 3) restaurant reviews from Yelp (www.yelp.com); and 4)
medication reviews from WebMD (www.webmd.com). In product
reviews, we focus on six subcategories including digital cameras,
TVs, video surveillance systems, mobile phones, tablets, and laptops.
Basic information about an item, e.g., name, image, overall ratings,
and short descriptions (i.e., address for hotels, feature specifications
for Amazon products, and usage for medications), is collected during crawling. For each review, information about its author, review
date, title, and content is collected. Simple filtering is performed
at the crawling stage: 1) reviews with fewer than three sentences
are discarded; 2) items with fewer than five reviews are discarded.

(1) Segment input free text query into phrases using the Stanford NLP parser [2].
(2) Classify the phrases into aspects by the learned aspect seed
words: e.g., the phrase “around downtown area” will be
assigned to the location aspect in hotel search.
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Figure 2: Entity search result page for the hotel domain.
Users can directly issue natural language based queries in
the search bar, navigate the map to select hotels in the region, or specify preferences over the identified topical aspects to rank the entities accordingly.

Figure 3: Review result page. In ReviewMiner, we segment
reviews by sentences, assign them into corresponding aspects, and highlight them with different colors. We also visualize the results in temporal dimension and construct aspectbased summarization and comparison across entities.

(3) Predict sentiment polarity of each phrase with respect to
the identified aspect by the learned rating regression model,
and map them into three categories of “low,” “medium”
and “high.” For example, the query phrase “with excellent
cleanliness condition” would be interpreted as expressing
“high” requirement over “cleanliness” aspect.
After these query parsing steps, a user’s input query is compiled
into a semantically structured format as {aspect→specification},
which facilitates ReviewMiner’s ranking of the retrieved results.
The identified entity name and description from the query are used
to retrieve the candidate items from the inverted indices initially;
and then each candidate is evaluated against the recognized aspect
specification to estimate its relevance quality to the query. For
example, if one query specifies “imperative” requirement on the
value aspect but “optional” requirement on the service aspect, then
the items with good value aspect ratings will be promoted over the
items with low value aspect ratings but high service aspect ratings.
Besides the natural language text query input, users can also
explicitly specify their preferences over the identified aspects via
a dropdown menu on the system interface (see Figure 2). Higher
weight will be given to users’ explicit input preferences in determining the final ranking of the retrieved results (in both entity search
and review search).

3.3

summarization is enabled by listing the top ranked opinionated
sentences by aspects across different items. With such functionality,
users can easily navigate through the selected item candidates and
make informed comparisons.
• Spatial Opinion Display: For the hotel and restaurant reviews,
ReviewMiner visualizes the opinions in the spatial dimension, which
helps users quickly find out where “good” choices are located and
explore comparative alternatives nearby (see Figure 2). We want to
emphasize that although spatial visualization of the retrieved items
has been adopted in many practical systems, e.g., TripAdvisor, all
of those systems simply list the location of items on a map. From a
user’s perspective, in order to assess the quality of candidate items,
he/she still has to go to the detailed review page of every item. This
leaves the spatial comparison of hotels difficult or impossible.
To solve this deficiency, an extra opinion-based heatmap layer
[3] is added in ReviewMiner, representing the overall rating distribution of the retrieved entities at the target location. On the
heatmap, areas of red color indicate regions with entities of higher
overall ratings, compared to regions of light green color. The markers indicate the top-ranked entities in the visible area, with respect
to the users’ aspect preferences. With the support of spatial opinion
display, users no longer need to dig deep into detailed reviews for
comparison; instead, the heatmap enables them to visually browse
the area and thus greatly simplifies their decision making process.
• Temporal Opinion Display: ReviewMiner also provides visualization of opinions in the temporal dimension by displaying the
inferred aspect ratings and weights over time for each selected item
(see Figure 3). Specifically, the reviews associated with each selected item are first grouped according to the year when they were
published. The inferred aspect ratings were aggregated from the
reviews accordingly. We chose year as the time unit to balance the
number of reviews in each point and the total number of points for
visualization. Based on such visualization of aspect ratings and mentions overtime, users can easily track the dynamics of reviewers’
opinions on this particular item and the development of sentiment
towards it over time. In addition, the temporal opinion visualization also enables side-by-side comparison across items in temporal

Multi-modal User Interface

As the output of ReviewMiner, multi-modal result display is enabled by the detailed aspect-level analysis of review documents. In
particular, ReviewMiner supports three types of user interaction
interfaces: text-based opinion summary and comparison, spatial
display of the retrieved results, and temporal display and comparison of the user’s specified items. Users can easily access any of
these three interfaces when interacting with the system.
• Text-based Opinion Display: The review text content from
each retrieved item is segmented into aspects and highlighted with
different colors for users to quickly digest the opinions (see Figure
3). In the aspect-based opinion summary, opinionated sentences
are selected from all the associated review content and ordered
according to their sentiment polarities. As a result, comparative
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dimension. This helps users to acquire more comprehensive and
detailed assessment to compare the selected items.

3.4

spatial and temporal dimensions to enable users to digest the opinions conveyed in the review text content from different perspectives.
ReviewMiner also automatically adapts to different users’ aspect
preferences based on their interaction history in the system to
perform personalized result ranking and recommendations.
In addition, we want to emphasize that ReviewMiner not only
provides easy access to massive opinion data to ordinary users,
but also supports business analytics researchers to keep track of
customer feedback and understand customer opinions of products
and services. For example, ReviewMiner can recognize the inquired
item’s most commented aspects in its customer reviews, identify the
corresponding relative emphasis the reviewers have expressed over
those aspects, and track the temporal dynamics of user opinions
and emphasis over those aspects. Such analysis can hardly be
achieved in any other existing opinion mining or business analytics
systems. As our future work, we plan to provide aspect-based
opinion analysis APIs for third-party developers.

Interactive Behavior Logging and User
Modeling

ReviewMiner supports user registration and login in order to accurately keep track of individual users’ information-seeking behaviors
in the system. All of a user’s actions in the system, including typing
a query, clicking on a returned result, browsing the analyzed review
page, updating his/her aspect preferences, highlighting review text,
and voting on the helpfulness of a review, will be logged and analyzed to infer the user’s underlying information need. All actions
will be logged under the user’s unique and anonymized system ID, if
they are logged in to ReviewMiner; otherwise, actions will be logged
under the user’s IP address. Login is provided as a ReviewMiner
account registered with an email address and password, or via single sign-on using Facebook Login. Facebook Login grants access
to a user’s friend list, which makes it possible for ReviewMiner to
factor in the user’s friends’ search and browsing behaviors in this
system, i.e., collaborative ranking and recommendation.
The system maintains a unique profile of aspect preferences for
each registered user under each category, and updates the profile
when the user explicitly inputs his/her aspect preferences or clicks
on a result in the search result page. The employed profile updating
strategy follows the ranking model adaptation method developed
in [13]. In particular, ReviewMiner keeps track of the dwell time
of users’ browsing behaviors, and treats a clicked result page with
a dwell time longer than 30 seconds as positive feedback [5], and
those skipped [8] or quickly left (dwell time less than 5 seconds) as
negative feedback. The click feedback is represented by a vector
of the inferred latent aspect ratings for each corresponding item.
Such input is fed into the personalized ranking model adaptation
module to estimate the user’s aspect preference. For finer-grained
behavior analysis, ReviewMiner implements cursor tracking and
logs text if the user hovers their cursor over it for 2 seconds or
longer. These logs are analyzed as indicators of user interest: for
instance, if a user frequently pauses over text pertaining to a certain
aspect, ReviewMiner can assume the user weights it heavily.
As a result, in ReviewMiner, we have multiple criteria to rank the
retrieved items: 1) a user’s explicitly input aspect preference (wu ); 2)
inferred aspect specification from the input query (wp ); 3) estimated
personalized aspect specification from the user’s interaction history
(wq ). Those different aspect preferences are linearly combined to
get the final aspect weights for candidate ranking,
si ← (λu wu + λp wp + λq wq ) Tr i
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(1)

where si is the final ranking score for item i, {λu , λp , λq } represent
the relative importance of those three types of aspect preferences,
and r i is inferred aspect rating vector for item i. In the detailed
system implementation, we intentionally bias towards the user’s
explicitly input aspect preference wu by setting λu = 0.7, and gives
less importance to inferred aspect preference from the user’s input
query and interaction history, i.e., setting λp = 0.2 and λq = 0.1.
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CONCLUSION

In this work, we developed a review analytic system named ReviewMiner for multi-modal opinion analysis and decision support.
ReviewMiner performs aspect-based opinion analysis in textual,
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